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~mARGO 6 JULY  1976,  11h.OO 
Mr Minister, Your  Excel len ies, Ladies  and  Gentlemen.  This 
Agreement  that we  have  signed t  gether today·marks  a  new  departure in 
the external policy both of Can  da  and  of the European  Community.  It 
is the first agreement  of its t  e that either of us has made  with an 
industrialised partner.  For us it gives a new  international dimension 
to that collaborative approach  o economic  relations, which  is one 
of the hallmarks of the develop ng  personality of our young  Community. 
And  you  in Canada  see your  own  rposes and  Ow.n  interests reflected in it. 
I will not dwell  on  the ge  esis of our Agreement,  nor on  the negotiations 
which  brought it to fruition.  uffice it to say that in spite of the 
complexities  involved,  few  nego  iations have been completed  so swiftly. 
Why  so?·  Firstly because w  both had  the political will, and 
-secondly because we  both knew w at we  wanted,  and  had  taken the trouble 
to discover what  each other wan  ed. 
What  does  our Agreement  me  in practice?  It means  we  have  set a 
scene,  no  more,  and  no  less.  e politicians and  the bureaucrats 
have  done  their l'rork  and  set up  a  framework  for a more  intimate economic· 
relationship - a  framework  whic  offers each side possibilities for 
expansion and  opportunities for cooperation in many  areas of common  interest. 
Now  ''~e  need  a  response to this  hallenge from  our businessmen,  our  firms, 
from  our entrepreneurs,  from  ou  enterprise, both private and  publ~c. 
In our sort of society,  in our sort of economy,  it is not for the 
likes of us  to instruct busines  en  in the making  of their investment 
decisions,  or to tell them wher  to send their goods  and  where  to buy 
their raw materials;  All this  ust be up  to them,  and  our function can 
only be  to set the scene  and  to facilitate cooperation and  exchange. 
It is a  simple  truism to s  y  that Europe  and  Canada  have  much  to 
offer each other.  We  are to ea h other, among  other things, natural 
economic allies.  The  opportuni  ies that this Agreement  could provide 
us  transcend straightfonvard tr de:  between  countries such as  ours,  trade. 
wi 11  flow  in any  case.  The  hor  zons  that it opens  up  are wider.  If it 
encourages  enterprising and  res  sible people on  both sides to.see 
that they have  a  stake in the  · ture of each other's economic  resources,  then 
a major  advance  could be made  i  the development  of a new  economic  relationshir 
between  two  economically power£  1  industrialised nations. 
This Agreement· is also  in  ffect an acknrnvledgement  of that high 
degree  of interdependence to wh  ch we  are both committed  - or even 
condemned  - in the modern 1vorld  in which  we  live.  This  applies both to 
our relationships together and  o each of our relationships with the 
developing world; 
I  ... Mr  Minister,  EuTope  together not only by 
the prospect of ar1  economic  relationship 
but also by  a  common  cultural heritage and  a 
sense of natural  developed a  new  way  of life 
a  new  world.  roots  your civilisation lie in Europe,  and  the 
Canadian people have stoutly defended  them  in two  world wars  on 
European soil.  European unity is making  it possible to give our historical 
relationship a  new  substance.  It is ,,  :rected to a  new  and hopeful future -
for it will be based not only on  what.  1.11  do  for each other, but 
also on what  each appreciates it can  _, .. ,.~  :>t  for others. 